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There are well-known different numerical methods for solving the boundary value problems for partial 
differential equations. Some of them are: finite difference method (FDM), finite element method (FEM), 
boundary element methods (BEM), and others. In the given work two methods FDM and BEM for the 
mathematical model of stationary distribution of heat in the multilayer media are considered. These methods 
were used for the reduction of the two-dimensional heat transfer problem described by a partial differential 
equation to a boundary – value problem for a system of ordinary differential equations. (ODEs). Such a 
procedure allows obtaining simple engineering algorithms for solving heat transfer equation in mulyilayer 
domain. In the case of three layers the system of ODEs is possible for solving analytically.. 
Keywords: Poisson’s type partial differential equation, two dimensional heat transfer problem. 
 
Mathematical model 
We will consider the partial differential equation of Poisso`n type  
    ),(//// yzqzzuyyu        (1.1), 
where    is the coefficient  of heat conductivity  KmW / , q  is the function of the thermal 
sources  3/ mW ,  yz,  are the 2 – D space coordinates in the space  m , ),( yzuu   is the 
absolute temperature  K . Multilayer media   in the  z  - direction, which consists of N  
layers  ],0[;,1,:),( LyNkzyz k  , where each layer is characterized by set 
 ],0[;,1,:),( 1 LyNkzzzyz kk   , and 1,1,  Nkzz k  are the joint of the layers 
(the interior grid points in the  FDM), NzzzLyy  ,0,,0  are the surfaces on the 
rectangle domain.  
If every layer has parameters of kk q, , then the equation (1.1) can be presented in the 






,1,//   ,      (1.2) 
where   ),(// yzqyyuF kk   ,  ),( yzuu kk   is the temperature in the layer k . 
We have the following conditions: 
1) conditions of a continuity on interior surfaces 1,1,  Nkzz k : 
zyzuzyzuyzuyzu kkkkkkkkkk   /),(/),(),,(),( 111  , 















,    (1.3) 
where N ,1  are convective heat transfer coefficients, N ,0 , )(
)0( zu  are the dimensionless 
temperatures of air. 
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3) boundary conditions on the surfaces 0y  and Ly   in the form 
0/)0,(  yzu - the symmetry condition, )(),(
)0( zuLzu   - the given temperature or 
0/),(  yLzu  - in the 1-D case. 
 
Method of finite volumes and fdm 
Using a method of finite volumes [1-4], we would find the finite- difference scheme of 
1N  equations on a joint of layers in the form 
   
   


























     (2.1) 
 
where 1,1  Nk ,   kkk RIR
~
































































































We have the the exact 1-D difference scheme for given functions 

kk RR ,  from (2.1). 
 
Bem and the finite-difference scheme 
The finite difference scheme (2.1) can be obtained by using the BEM. Using this 
method for equation (1.2) in the segment ],[ 1 kk zz  , we multiply the equation with the 














,       (3.1) 
where   k
k
z





 , ….. 
Due to )(  zsignw , )(   zw  (the Dirac-delta function) we obtain the third 
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For the given values kkkkkkkkk Fzvzvzvzv ),(),(),(),( 11    it is possible from (3.2) to find  
),()( yuv kk    for all ],[ 1 kk zz  . 
Let us consider two limit cases, when 1 kz  and kz . Then we have 2 equations 






















     (3.3) 
 
After substituting k  by 1k  in second equation (3.3), then dividing this expressions 
respectively by 1, kk hh  and applying the conditions of continuity 
1,1),()(),()( 111   Nkzvzvzvzv kkkkkkkkkk   we obtain the difference equations 
(2.1) for  11111 )(,)(,)(,1,1   kkkkkkkkk uzvuzvuzvNk . The first equation of (2.1) 
is obtained from the second equation (3.3), if  001111 )(,)(,1 uzvuzvk  , but the last 
equation  - from first equation (3.3), if  NNNNNN uzvuzvNk   )(,)(, 11 , (the boundary 
conditions (1.3) must be used). 
We can obtain the values Nkuu kk ,1,,1   from the finite difference scheme (2.1), but 
from (3.3) – the values )(),( 1 kkkk zvzv    in the grid points   






  , 




  .     (3.4) 
Then in the interior points of   we have  
NkzzyuyzPyzu kk ,1),(/),(),(),(
244
3   , 




kkk hOzzzzz   , 
)(),()()()(),()()(),( 2221121111 zlyzuzlyuzlyzuzlyuyzP kkkkkkk   ,  (3.5) 
    31
2




12 /)( kkk hzzzzzl  , 
    31
2
121 /23)( kkkk hzzzzzzl   ,    
22
122 /)( kkk hzzzzzl   . 
This is the Hermite interpolation polynomial in the z  -direction for solving the 
temperature in other interior points of k  ),(),( yzPyzu kk  . 























      (3.6) 
on the boundaries 0z  and Nzz  , 
where uyuzyu  ),0(/),0( 1 , uyzuzyzu NNN  ),(/),( . 
 
Approximation of integrals 






 is possible to find approximately with the help of 
kvadrature formulas of a different sort in a 2-D case and after rejection of residual members 
we find the system of 1N  ODEs of the second order [1-3]: 
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     
   
   








































where ),()(),,()( 11 yzuyuyzuyu kkkkkk    . 
Here the continuity conditions of functions ),(),,( yzuyzu kk   on a joint of layers are 
used. 
Distribution of boundary temperature at Ly   we find under the linear law 
CBzzu )()0( , coordinating it with the boundary conditions (1.3). Thus we find the system 
of two algebraic equations for the determination of constants CB,  in the form 
     1101 /  NNNNNN zB  ,  BC 110 /  .  
From Dirichlet boundary conditions we obtain   00 ,/   CzB NN . Then the 
boundary conditions of the system (4.1) can be presented in the form 
NkzuLuu kkk ,0),()(,0)0(
)0(  . 
 
Analytical solution and numerical results 
Let`s consider numerical experiments, with a case
3
231 /500,0,3 mWqqqN  , 
 31  , 00 )( yu , 33 )( yu  at the following values of parameters (in the wall of a 
house consisting of three layers: brick, metal, brick): mhh 4.031  , mh 2.02   - the 
thickness of layers, ml 5.1  - the half of the width of the metal – layer, mL 2  - the half of 
the width of the wall, KmW  /0.131  , KmW  /502 , K2900  , K2503   - 
the air temperatures in Kelvin degree (Fig. 1.). 
 
 
Fig. 1. The wall of a house consisting of three layers: brick, metal, brick 
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In this case we have the system (4.1) of two ODEs in following form: 
     
 

































































 ,     121210131 2)(

 hhhhhLu  , 
    121213102 2)(

 hhhhhLu   or in the 1-D case 0)()( 21  LuLu  . 
 
It is possible to obtain the solution of boundary – value problem (5.1) (if 0)(22  yqq  
  Llly  ,0 ) in the form 
134121 )()()( dychCychCyu   , 234122 )()()( dychCychCyu   , (5.2) 
where    2
1
2211111 32/6 hhh   ,       2
1





  hha  , 1222
 hb  , 220
1
111 5.0 hqhc 
  , 223
1
112 5.0 hqhc 









 hhhbac  , 
  1022121
 ccbcad ,   1012222
 ccbcad ,    )(2/)()( 121212 LchLuLuddC  , 
   )(2/)()( 321214 LchLuLuddC        (5.3) 
If 0)()( 21  LuLu   (the 1-D case), then 042  CC  and 
  Qpppdyu  3310211 /)(  , 
  Qpppdyu  3320122 /)(  , where 20121  hp  , 2.2012212  hhp  , 




1122  hhqQ  Therefore, 1.2901.2701  Qu , 8.2888.2682  Qu . 
It is possible to obtain the solution of boundary – value problem (5.1) (if 02 q , 

















   (5.4) 
where,    2
1
2111 32/6 hhh 
 ,   2
1
213 /6  h

,  121112   hha  , 1212   hb  , 
  12121210 2   hhhc  , 01111    hc , 31112    hc ,   1022121 )(   ccbcad , 











 ,    22111 )2/1( ddddd  , 
   22111 )2/1( ddddd ,  
     111111 )()()()(  lLshlshlLchlchA ,
     333332 )()()()(  lLshlshlLchlchA ,
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      21112112 )(2)()(2/1 ddlLchdLuLuAC  ,
      21312114 )(2)()(2/1 ddlLchdLuLuAC  ,     (5.5) 
 )()()()()( 111112111 lshlchlchlshClshdC    ,
 )()()()()( 1111112112 lshlshlchlchClchdC    ,
 )()()()()( 333334313 lshlchlchlshClshdC    ,
 )()()()()( 333334314 lshlchlchlchClchdC    . 
In calculations 1d , 

2d  under formulas (5.3), at    LlLly  ,  loss of significant 
figures was observed, for example, at 5002 q , 8.1y  we find 256305.278)(1 yu  (at 
calculation using up to 20 significant figures), 2.278)(1 yu  (at calculation using up to 15 
significant figures), 304)(1 yu  (at calculation using up to 12 significant figures - it is 
visible, that all received figures are incorrect). Therefore it is more expedient to use formulas 
      1241231111 )()()()()( dyACyAClychdlychdyu  , 
      2241231111 )()()()()( dyACyAClychdlychdyu  , 
where      11)1(111 )()()()()(  lyshlshlychlchyA av , 
     33)2(332 )()()()()(  lyshlshlychlchyA av , instead of (5.4). 
If Ll  , 11  
 , 33  

, then the constants 42 , CC  from (5.5) are equal 2C , 4C  
from (5.3) and we can use only formulas(5.2). In the interior points we can used the 
interpolatioin with cubic polinomials (3.5), where  
  )()6/()(),0( 11
1
1011 yBhhyuyu 














  )()3/()(),( 23
1
32323 yBhhyuyzu 
 ,   )()6/()(),( 23
1
32333 yBhhyuyzu 









122 ychCychCyB   . 
If Ll  , then for Ly   in the formulas (5.6) the functions 21 , BB  can be replaced with 

21 , BB , and  21 , uu  with  

21 , uu , where  
    )()()()()()()()( 22341212323112111 yACyAClychdlychdB    , 
    )()()()()()()()( 22341212323112112 yACyAClychdlychdB    . 
 For the flux functions on the borders (3.6) we obtain  





















  , 








   , 








   , 
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where   6/)( 1111111  hhlshK   ,     6/)( 3113133  hhlshK   , 
   6/)( 1111111    hhlLshK ,      6/)( 3113133    hhlLshK , 
   0111)1(111 1)()()( KlLchlshKlchD av    ,   











   hhK . 




0 WW  and 
  0103203111 75.49//)()0( QQpzuu   , 
  020310312 02.01//)( QQpzu   ,
  020310322 02.01//)( QQpzu   , 
  01032033323 02.075.49//)()( QQpzuzu   , 
where 2.402 12213   hhp , .502/)( 220  hqQ  
Therefore     00321030 75.49/ QLQpLW   ,  03 75.49 QLW  . 
We see, that at heating an average layer, loss of heat inside a house are practically equal 
to zero. Calculations were made by means of mathematical computer-system MAPLE-5, in 
the Table 1, Figure 2 we can see the dependence of temperature ),2/()( 15.0 yhuyu  , 
),()( 11 yhuyu  , ),2/()( 215.1 yhhuyu  , ),()( 22 yzuyu  , ),2/()( 325.2 yhzuyu   
 212 hhz   on the coordinate  Ly ,0  with. 
3
2 /500 mWq  . We have, 68.230 W ,. 
83.1713 W .    If Ll   and 0)()( 21  LuLu  , then   2/2802/015.0 Quu   , 
Qu  1.2701 ,   02215.1 005.02/ Qhuuu  , Qu  8.2682 , 
  2/2602/325.2 Quu   , 20Q , 500 Q . 
Table 1.  





q  , Ku
0
00 290 , Ku
0
33 250  
y  
5.0u  1u  5.1u  2u  5.2u  
0 288.77 287.57 287.51 287.37 268.67 
0.2 288.76 287.54 287.49 287.34 268.66 
0.4 288.72 287.47 287.41 287.27 268.62 
0.6 288.66 287.34 287.28 287.14 268.56 
0.8 288.57 287.16 287.10 286.96 268.47 
1.0 288.45 286.92 286.87 286.72 268.35 
1.2 288.30 286.62 286.57 286.42 268.19 
1.4 288.16 286.27 286.20 286.04 267.96 
1.6 286.72 283.47 281.67 278.68 266.73 
1.8 284.41 278.26 174.77 270.81 261.10 
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In the given paper the used method allows to reduce a two-dimensional heat transfer 
problem to the system of the ordinary differential equations (5.3), solution of both it is easier 
to make theoretically and practically. 
The considered method allows finding distribution of temperatures depending on the 
second coordinate on a joint of layers. 
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Ku 000 290 , Ku
0
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